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Dear Parents and Students,

Greetings from Brookfield International School!!!

Each day is an opportunity to expand the horizons,
explore the passions, and cultivate the skills that will
shape the future. Children, you must embrace every
lesson, challenge, and friendship that comes along the
way, for these experiences will mould you all into the
leaders and thinkers of tomorrow. Hence, it is rightly said
that- “Every dream you dream, every goal you set, and
every adventure you embark upon begins with a single
step. Embrace each step with curiosity, courage, and a
heart full of wonder, for within you lies the power to turn
dreams into reality."

Parents, your encouragement, guidance, and partnership
in your child's education are instrumental in their
success. Together, we form a strong foundation for our
students to build their dreams. Let's carry the inspiration
forward, serving as a powerful reminder that each day
presents us with unique opportunities to learn, grow, and
make a meaningful, positive impact on our world. 

As we reflect on the past month's vibrant activities and
remarkable accomplishments, September has
undeniably proven to be a dynamic and enriching period
at BFIS. It's with great enthusiasm that we bring to you
some highlights of the memorable moments that
unfolded during the time.

With heartfelt gratitude and warmest regards,

Ms. PARAMJOT, Ms. PRIYANKA KAUSHAL & Ms. SAKSHI GERA
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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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GROW WITH THE FLOW

Teachers' Day

Janmashtami Celebration

Grandparents Day 

Hindi Recitation

Experiment Day

World Tourism Day

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2826962/


A good teacher can inspire,
ignite the imagination and instil

a love of learning.

TEACHERS' DAY

5th September is all about paying
gratitude to our mentors and
acknowledging their profound
influence on our lives. 

To honour their educators, the
senior students and the
management of BFIS held a grand
ceremony on Teacher’s Day with
great enthusiasm and ardency. A
medley of colourful performances
marked the event. 

The programme started with the
welcoming of teachers by
showering of petals and lighting of
the lamp. The students presented
a series of cultural items, and later,
titles were given to all the
teachers. It was followed by a
cake-cutting ceremony and a
sumptuous lunch.
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https://reflectandrespond.com/nanak-naam-jahaj-hai-chadhe-so-utre-paar/


Celebration @ BFIS
J A N M A S H T A M I

On 6th September, Wednesday, our little
ones came all dressed up as Kanhas
and Radhas to celebrate Janmashtami,
heralding the birth of Lord Krishna, the
beloved of millions, with great zeal.

Students danced to the various Krishna
songs and turned the campus into
Vrindavan. Director of BFIS Ms. Neelam
Singla, and President Mr, Manav Singla
graced the occasion with their presence.
After the aarti ritual, our little ladoo
Gopals and Radhas danced and sang
bhajans. 

It’s our duty to introduce our kids to our
traditions and customs so that they have
strong roots embedded in their proud
identity. Kindergarten kids also indulged
in craft work of making cute little
makhan matkis and flutes.
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From early in the morning,
Until I go to sleep each day

I know my grandparents love me 
In a very special way.

Sometimes, it’s tea and crackers,
Sometimes, a walk in the park,

Sometimes, it’s just a hug
When I’m scared and in the dark

I love to hear their stories about the past and
where they’re from,

And I know their hearts are filled for me,
With never-ending love.

Grandparents teach values as they are the
natural transmitters of values, children learn
values such as perseverance, loyalty, hard
work, patience sacrifice from their
interactions with their grandparents'
presence and love around them. To
appreciate the unconditional love showered
by grandparents, our little munchkins created
beautiful handmade cards for them.
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Card Making Activity
G R A N D P A R E N T S  D A Y  



H I N D I  R E C I T A T I O N
C O M P E T I T I O N

We use language to communicate with others, to
establish relationships and a sense of self, and
to express who we are; it is an integral part of
being human. A native language connects us to
a part of our identity that can’t be replaced. 

Hindi is our Official language. Hindi is the fourth
most spoken language after Mandarin, Spanish,
and English. It’s written in the Devanagari script,
which existed in the 11th century. 

On 14th September, the kindergarten wing
organised a Hindi recitation competition to
celebrate the Hindi Diwas. Kids came prepared
with ‘ Hindi Kavita’ and beautiful props depicting
the poems. Our panel of judges were
mesmerized by the performances of our little
ones . Hindi Diwas is a celebration of the Hindi
language and a recognition of India’s linguistic
diversity and unity. It serves as a reminder of the
historical and cultural importance of Hindi in the
Indian context, underlining its role as a unifying
force in a nation with numerous languages and
dialects.
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EXPERIMENT DAY

 It helps the kids to develop
analytical thinking, problem-
solving, and coping skills, and it is
important to develop kids’
creativity. It was experiment day
on Friday 22nd September for our
KG kids under the ‘Landforms’
theme and they were super
excited to see the orange lava
coming out of the volcano.
Nursery children experimented to
see the things that sink and float
in the water. 
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One of the most effective and
efficient methods of teaching kids
is by experiments. Science is a
subject that we experience in our
daily lives. Making kids learn
through science experiments helps
them retain the reasons behind
such happening for longer. The
experiment activities easily help
kids improve their thinking and
reasoning abilities and activate
creative thinking. Science and
nature activities help the kids to
understand better the environment
they live in.



W O R L D  T O U R I S M  D A Y

On the day of World Tourism Day, our
kindergarten kids were taken on a
virtual tour around the world, making
them familiar with the important
tourist spots. Children who travel
more have a vast experience in terms
of cultures, languages, food, and
increased tolerance and
respectfulness towards others.

Besides, they have a willingness to
learn and try new things. Our
munchkins were also sensitized
about being respectful and helpful to
the tourists coming to our country
and were told about the concept of
‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ along with taking
care of the cleanliness of wherever
we go as tourists. 
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FROM THE TEACHER’S PEN

Every child is a unique piece of art, 
every child has a beautiful heart ;

 waiting to create his own unique space.
 Don’t try to dictate or force him to race  

at a pace, he cannot ;
Let him be in his place 

Just aid him to untie the knots
That keeps him from blossoming 

In his chosen path.
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RESULT DAY (TERM 1)

AMANDEEP KAUR
TEACHER

Children learn more from what you are than
what you teach. By- W.E.B Du Bois.

Learning is a lifelong process that lasts from
the womb to the tomb. In this process, the
formation of the Heart and the development of
a person's personality takes place. In changing
times, our intention is to mould our students
into responsible adults with a clear vision,
motivation, faith and love for humanity.

As we impart education to match the
advancement in technology and globalization,
we march our students ahead with moral
values, hard work and success with sincerity
with a holistic approach. We get what we focus
on, so let us focus on the good things that we
would want for our children.

It is time for the first term to end and
to see what all our little ones have
gained and their progress in all these
past months. Assessments are over,
and we were ready to share the
reports with the parents of our
kindergarten kids on the PTM on
Saturday, 30th September. Every child
is gifted. They unwrap their packages
at different times. 

Our duty as parents and mentors is to
assist them, guide them and make
them practise to keep on blossoming.
We at BFIS believe that a bit of
progress each day adds up to big
results. Parents also donated stuff
for the joy of Giving Week.   
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CRAFTY CORNER
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CREATIVE CORNER
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“Creativity is intelligence having fun.” 
– By Albert Einstein


